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In this study, the supply chain risk management model will be integrated using HOR and ANPmodel. HOR phase 1

is used to determinewhich risk agent will be prioritized in advance for precautionarymeasures and ANP to obtain

the best alternative action. ANP is a tool to determine the correlation between risk mitigation and hence rank that

mitigation based on the priorities. The second phase of HOR determines the correlation between risk mitigation

and the event risk and its effectiveness based on its degree of dificulty to be applied. This study is conducted on

3 reputable manufacturing industries to be compared and analyzed. HOR2 is intended to prioritize the proactive

actions that the company should pursue tomaximize the cost-effectiveness of the effort in dealingwith the selected

risk agents in HOR 1. This research shows that risks apply differently to each company. Hence, the ANP ranking is

different. Mitigation risk’s rank is determined from the second phase of HOR as it has considered the correlation

aspect of risk agents and its degree of dificulty to be mitigated. Finally, special actions are applied to various

risks, such as performance appraisal to the staff. Further study is needed, such as by ISMmethod in order to make

mitigation actions are focused on the companies.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

INTRODUCTION

As the manufacturing industry grows, consumer demand

is increasingly varied. So that readiness in facing changes

in demand has resulted in increased complexity of busi-

ness processes in the manufacturing industry. To maintain

it must be balanced with good Supply Chain Management.

As stated by Wibisono (2006) corporate strategy is a pat-

tern or plan that integrates key objectives or company poli-

cies with a series of actions in a mutually binding state-

ment. So it can be concluded that strategy is one of the

keys for a company to have added value for the company

itself. A supply chain can be deined as a network consist-

ing of several companies (including suppliers, manufactur-

ers, distributors and retailers) that work together and are

involved both directly and indirectly in meeting customer

demand, where these companies carry out material pro-

curement functions, transformationprocessesmaterial into

semi-inished products and inished products, and distri-

bution of inished products to end customers (Bernik, Azis,

Kartini, & Harsanto, 2015; Pujawan & Geraldin, 2009; Piy-

achat, 2017; Phungphol, Tumad, Sangnin, & Pooripakdee,

2018). The objectives of supply chain management are to

meet customer needs, reduce costs, increase revenue, and

make the company stronger. To fulill all the objectives of

supply chain management in the company, management of

supply chain management is needed that is good and di-

rected.

In running a good anddirected supply chainmanagement, it

cannot be separated from risk. Risks can be present in vari-

ous forms and the arrival of risks cannot be ascertained, so

that risk can be said to be unpredictable. The deinition of

risk is something that might occur to stop activities or in-

terfere with ongoing activities (Waters, 2011). According

to Pujawan and Mahendrawathi (2010), supply chain risk

starts to arisewhen the supply chain begins to operate. This

risk can be in the form of scheduling, technology, payment,
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distribution, even cost uncertainty in the supply chain. Sup-

ply chain risk according to Sinha, Whitman, and Malzahn

(2004) is the uncertainty of the occurrence of an event that

can be one or several pairs or networks in the supply chain

and can affect (generally in a negative sense) the achieve-

ment of business objectives.

Several studies have been carried out regarding risks in the

company's supply chain. Risks can be found in suppliers

and their impact on order and distribution policies on com-

panies (Kull & Closs, 2008). The model for mitigating sup-

plier risk has also been done using the Failure Mode Effect

Analysis (FMEA) approach as a continuous improvement

step in the aviation industry (Saaty, 1996). Each risk is as-

sessed based on 2 indicators, namely occurrence and sever-

ity. The model for mitigating supply chain risk was also

developed by Norrman and (Norrman & Jansson, 2004) in

the telephone industry with a close-loop system consisting

of identiication, grouping, prevention/mitigation and con-

trol. Other research was also carried out by Kleindorfer

and Saad (2005) with 3 general processes, namely look-

ing for root causes of risk, valuation/weighting of risks and

mitigation. A more applicable or real approach is carried

out by Ketikidis, Koh, Gunasekaran, Cucchiella, and Gastaldi

(2006) with 6 steps in the model that is made, namely

analysis of the supply chain process, identifying problems,

describing the risks posed by these problems, controlling

risks, inding suficient real options tomitigate risks and im-

plement it. There are 10 categories that are described as

variables from real options. Analytical Hierarchy Process

(AHP) is used to assess the risks that occur in the company

by Gaudenzi and Borghesi (2006) with steps namely prior-

itizing objects from the supply chain, identifying indicators

of risk events and evaluating potential negative impacts. All

of the above studies have similar processes to the research

that will be carried out, but have a gap in the assessment of

risk risks, namely the HOR method to assess and rank each

risk and ANP to link eachmitigation action qualitatively but

converted into certain scales.

Based on previous studies that have been done in looking at

and analyzing riskmitigation that occur in the company, the

most widely used method is the HOR method, because in-

deed thismethod is quite lexible and is divided into 2 types

namely HOR 1 and HOR 2. Where each the part is used to

answer the important thing, namely HOR 1 to ind out the

risks that occur in the company and HOR 2 determines the

irst action/activity to be carried out, considering the differ-

ences effectively such as involvement and the level of difi-

culty in its implementation. Some previous studies carried

out generally only used the HORmethod. The disadvantage

of the implementation of the HOR method is that the risk

mitigation carried out is not known to be related to one an-

other so that in the use of the HOR method, all risk mitiga-

tion is carried out in accordancewith the order of actions of

effectiveness and eficiency. Therefore, the Analytcial Net-

work Process (ANP) method is needed. ANP is a method

that produces a framework to overcome the problem of de-

cision making using the concept of mutual inluence. The

use of the ANP method in research is to get risk mitigation

priorities based on the relationship between risk mitiga-

tion. From the priority relationship, some risk mitigation

will be eliminated. The results of risk mitigation elimina-

tion will then be calculated using the phase 2 HOR method.

In some previous studies, calculation of risk has been car-

ried out using the HOR and ANP methods but did not pro-

ceed with the phase 2 HOR calculation.

Each company has different risk events, all of which are

caused by the diversity of demands faced by each industry.

Therefore this research takes 3 companies engaged inman-

ufacturing and have different products but have almost the

same risk to obtain supply chain risk mitigation by each in-

dustry.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Risk

According to Tang (2006), risk can have an impact on the

company's performance in the short term and if the risk is

not managed properly it will cause the company to go out

of business. Based on this, risk management is considered

very important so that steps need to be taken starting from

identifying risks, the causes of risk, the impact of a risk, and

the probability of occurrence of risk events.

Based on anunderstanding of risk, (Tang, 2006) categorizes

risks as follows:

1. Operational risk is uncertainty originating in the supply

chain which consists of uncertainty in demand, supply and

costs.

2. Risk of disruption is a risk due to large-scale disturbances

caused by nature (such as earthquakes, storms, terrorist at-

tacks, loods, etc.) and humans (such as the monetary cri-

sis).

From the explanation above, it can be concluded that risk is

one of the things that has a major inluence on a company.

Therefore, important risk management is done tominimize

losses to the company.

Risk Management

Risk management is an activity to know, analyze, and con-

trol every risk that occurs in activities that occur in a com-
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pany with the aim of obtaining higher effectiveness and ef-

iciency (Darmawi, 2008).

Below is a risk management framework according to ISO

31000: 2009:

FIGURE 1. Risk management process (Sorce: ISO:31000:2009)

The risk management process according to the above

framework is:

1. Determination of context, to identify and reveal orga-

nizational goals, the environment in which it wants to be

achieved.

2. Risk assessment consisting of:

a. Risk identiication, is done by recording what risks occur

in the company.

b. Risk analysis, carried out by analyzing the possibility and

impact of identiied risks.

c. Risk evaluation, carried out by comparing risk analysis

with risk criteria that have been previously set.

3. Risk management which consists of:

a. Avoid risk

b. Risk mitigation

c. Risk transfer

d. Accept risk

Supply Chain Risk Management Mitigation Strategy

Risk mitigation is one way to minimize the risks that oc-

cur. Actions taken to mitigate risk in the company must be

planned in advance by the company, made in writing and

then known by the division manager who will handle the

risk. According to Tang (2006), there are four approaches

to mitigating risk. This approach is supply management,

product management, demand management, and informa-

tion management. The four approaches will then improve

the operations that apply to the supply chain by coordinat-

ing as follows:

1. Companies can coordinate and collaborate with partner

up streams to ensure eficiency in material supply through-

out the supply chain.

2. Companies can coordinate and collaborate with down-

streampartners by inluencing demand in a proitableman-

ner. 3. Companies canmodify products or design processes

so as to facilitate meeting demand and supply.

4. Companies can improve coordination and collaboration

if they can access various types of information available on

supply chain partners.

Supply Chain Operation Reference (SCOR)

There are ive scope of the Pujawan and Mahendrawathi

(2010) SCOR process, namely:

1. Plan

Is a process related to the balance of demand and supply

to meet the needs in the ields of procurement, production,

and shipping. The Process Plan covers distribution needs,

planning in the ields of production, material, capacity, and

planning control.

2. Source

Is the process of procuring goods and services to meet cus-

tomer demand. The Source process includes activities for

scheduling, receiving, checking, selecting, and performing

supplier performance.
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3. Make

Is a process that is carried out to change rawmaterials into

products desiredby customers. Activities contained therein

are production scheduling activities, production activities

themselves, activities related to product quality, product

management activities, and maintenance activities of pro-

duction facilities.

4. Deliver

Is a process that is carried out to be able to meet customer

demand in the form of goods and services. The activi-

ties contained in the deliveries process are handling orders

from customers, selecting shipping services, inished mate-

rial warehousing, and sending bills to customers.

5. Return

Is the process of returning or receiving a product for rea-

sons that can be tolerated. The activities contained therein

are identifying the condition of the product, and returning

the product by scheduling product returns irst.

HOR

HOR is a model in supply chain risk management using the

House of Quality and FMEA approach to manage supply

chain risk (Pujawan & Geraldin, 2009). This approach fo-

cuses on preventive actions from the risks that occur and

helps to reduce the possibility of the occurrence of risk

agents. So, reducing risk agents means reducing the inci-

dence of several risk events.

HOR is a model in supply chain risk management using the

House of Quality and FMEA approach to manage supply

chain risk (Pujawan & Geraldin, 2009). This approach fo-

cuses on preventive actions from the risks that occur and

helps to reduce the possibility of the occurrence of risk

agents. So, reducing risk agents means reducing the inci-

dence of several risk events. The HOR 1 framework is car-

ried out to determinewhich risk agents are given priority in

further risk prevention (Rizqiah, 2017).

After obtaining the priority order of risk agents that will be

carried out corrective/preventive actions, then the second

stage is HOR 2. The framework for the stages of HOR 2 can

be seen in the following table.

TABLE 1. HOR 1 framework

Business Processes Risk Event (Ei) A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 Severity of Risk Event i (Si)

Plan E1 R11 R12 R13 S1

E2 R23 S2

Source E3 R33 S3

E4 R43 S4

Make E5 S5

E6 S6

Return E7 S7

Occurrence of agent j O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7

ARP j ARP1 ARP2 ARP3 ARP4 ARP5 ARP6 ARP7

Priority rank of agent j

(Source: (Pujawan & Geraldin, 2009)
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TABLE 2. HOR 1 framework

Preventive action (PAi)

To be Treated Risk Agent (Aj) PA1 PA2 PA3 PA4 PA5 Aggregate Risk Potensials (ARPi)

A1 E11 ARP1

A2 ARP2

A3 ARP3

A4 ARP4

Total effectiveness of action k TE1 TE2 TE3 TE4 TE5

Degree of dificulty performing action k D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

Effectiveness to dificulty ratio ETD1 ETD2 ETD3 ETD4 ETD5

Rank of priority R1 R2 R3 R4 R5|

(Source: (Pujawan & Geraldin, 2009)

ANP

The ANP method is the development of the AHP method.

The ANP method is able to correct AHP weaknesses in the

form of the ability to accommodate the interrelationships

between criteria or alternatives (Saaty, 1996).

Inside the ANP there are 2 controls that need to be con-

sidered in modeling the system that you want to know the

weight of. The irst control is a hierarchy control that shows

the relevance of the criteria and sub-criteria. In this con-

trol does not require a hierarchical structure as in the AHP

method. Other controls are control relationships that indi-

cate the existence of interrelationships between criteria or

clusters (Saaty, 1996).

In Saaty (1996), it also explains the technical analysis of

ANP by using pairwaise comparison on alternatives and

project criteria. In AHP networks there are levels of goals,

criteria, subcriteria, and alternatives, each of which has an

element. Whereas in the ANP network, the level in the AHP

is called a cluster that can have criteria and alternatives in

it. ANP has a supermatric that will automatically produce

the right weight for the criteria and alternatives if the data

used is the priority vector on the supermatrix. This is a sim-

plemethod because it does not require thinking per section

on the user. Only knowing the data and supermarkets will

produce priority at each point in the model (Saaty, 1996).

RESEARCHMETODOLOGY

The HOR method is a method developed by Pujawan and

Geraldin (2009). Pujawan and Geraldin (2009) integrated

the FMEAmodel andHOQ (House of Quality)mode. This in-

tegration later became the development of the HOR model.

Thepurposeof developing thismodel is tohelpmitigate risk

based on the causes of risk found in research so that it can

help minimize the risks that occur in the company. In this

method, the irst mapping of the company's business pro-

cesses into 5 SCOR scope is planned, namely plan, make,

source, delivery, and return. After the mapping process is

carried out, the process of identifying risks and causes of

risk is carried out. Risks and causes of risk that have been

identiied, then given an assessment of the risks and causes

of risk based on the severity, assurance, and level of corre-

lation. Both Severity, assurance, and the level of correlation

use different scales, for Severity and assurance using a scale

of 1-10 and the level of correlation using a scale of 0,1,3 and

9. These three factors are used to calculate the ARP value.

ARP is known as the ARP, where the ARP value is a refer-

ence value to evaluate which risk causes occupy the highest

value. With theARPvaluepossessedbyeachof the causes of

this risk, the causes of this risk can be evaluated. The higher

the ARP value, the more risk-related causes must be priori-

tized formitigation actions. Riskmitigation is carried out by

calculating the correlation between the causes of risk and

risk mitigation. In addition, risk mitigation is also carried

out by taking into account the degree of dificulty inmitigat-

ing risks to the company. from these two calculations, the

value of Effectiveness toDifferenceCulture ofAction (ETDk)

will be obtained. The order of ETDk valueswill be the order

in which risk mitigation is carried out on the company.

The second method carried out in this study uses the ANP

method, the ANP method is a development method of the

AHPmethod where the ANPmethod already has the ability

to capture the interrelationships between reciprocal crite-

ria (Saaty, 1996).

Based on the previous explanation, in this study integra-

tion of the HOR and ANP methods will be carried out. In-

tegration will be carried out in the calculation of risk miti-

gation. the sequence of work on the research outline begins

with calculating the risk assessment using the HORmethod

stage 1. From this calculation, a mapping of risk mitigation

is then carried out. Risk mitigation is calculated using the

ANPmethod. From the ANP calculation, riskmitigation will

be obtained as a priority because it has a weight related to

other risk mitigation. Prioritized risk mitigation is then re-

calculated using the HORmethod phase 2. The end result of
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risk mitigation is a sequence of risk mitigation that are in-

terrelated while considering the relevance of the causes of

risk and the degree of dificulty in mitigating risk.

The sequence of work done to determine the risk events,

causes of risk, and riskmitigation based on theHORandAn-

alytical Networking Process methods are as follows:

1. Doing business process mapping in 3 manufacturing in-

dustries.

2. Mapping supply chain activities based on business pro-

cesses for each industry.

3. Conduct direct observation of 3 Limited Liability Compa-

nies.

4. Identifying risks by conirming risk on the 3 parties of the

company.

5. Conduct risk assessments based on the degree of sever-

ity, occurrance, and correlation between causes and risk

events. 6. Perform HOR 1 calculations.

7. Obtain the ARP value on the risk cause based on the

pareto diagram provisions in the calculation of HOR 1.

8. Conduct observations regarding company risk mitiga-

tion.

9. Conirming risk mitigation to the company.

10. Make linkages between risk mitigation.

11. Making a matrix of the ANP.

12. Perform pairwise comparisons and prioritize calcula-

tions using the ANP method.

13. Calculate the level of dificulty and the correlation be-

tween mitigation and the causes of risk based on selected

causes in the results of the ANP priority.

14. Perform calculations of HOR 2.

15. Determine theorderof riskmitigationbasedon theHOR

2 method and evaluate risk mitigation in accordance with

what happens in each Industry.

In the third inal stage of the risk mitigation observation re-

sults produced are compared as supporting results for this

study so that the results obtained can answer the objectives

of this study.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This research was conducted at 3 manufacturing compa-

nies, namely: a batterymanufacturer, a plastic bottlemanu-

facturer, and an industrial gear and mechanical part manu-

facturer. The following is an example of data analysis using

the HOR 1, ANP, and HOR 2models at batterymanufacturer.

HOR 1

HOR 1 is the initial stage of determining which risk agents

are priorities in risk prevention. Previously, prior risk con-

irmation had beenmade to the company regarding the risk

events and their causes. Table 1. shows examples of events

and causes of risk from the perspective plan in SCOR at

these three manufacturer.

TABLE 3. Risk event and risk agent at battery manufacturer

Company SCOR Process Risk Event Risk Agent

Production Planning

and Control

Mistake onproduction

planning

Wrong forecasting

Scheduling discrep-

ancy

Demand shifting

Sudden change on

production plan

Sudden demand on

particular product

Material Requirement

Planning

Mistake on calculation

of material require-

ment for production

Wrong estimated data

on material require-

ment plan for produc-

tion

Maintenance Planning Mistake on main-

tenance schedule

plan for production

machine

Sudden machine

breakdown

Battery Manufacturer Plan Inventory Control late arrival of raw ma-

terials

Procurement delay

Production Activity Postponement on pro-

duction process

Maintenanced ma-

chine

Disfunctioned ma-

chine

Injury at work Careless workers
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TABLE 4. Continue...

Company SCOR Process Risk Event Risk Agent

Disobedient of safety

regulation

Not fulilled demand Worker's disobedient

on standard opera-

tional procedures

Worker's Low Focus

while working

Fluctuative shifting

demand

TABLE 4. Risk event and risk agent at plastic bottle manufacturer

Company SCOR Process Risk Event Risk Agent

Forecasting Uncertain order quan-

tity from buyer

No forecast planning

Plastic Bottle Manu-

facturer

Plan Raw Material Specii-

cation Fulillment

Supplier breach con-

tract agreement

Changes on raw mate-

rial or temporary ven-

dor

Bahan baku yang

diterima tidak sesuai

spesiikasi

Financial planning Plan differences be-

tween production and

inancial

No forecast planning

Production Planning Sudden change on

production plan

Wildire happenned Accident occurred

TABLE 5. Risk event and risk agent at industrial gear and mechanical parts manufacturer

Company SCOR Process Risk Event Risk Agent

Gear Manufacturer Plan Capacity Planning Nonconformity be-

tween capacity plan

and production

Shortage capacity

from the company

Production Planning Sudden change on

production plan

Company's order pri-

ority

Shortage on materials

for production

Based on the value of severity and occurrence, ARP is calcu-

lated. ARP calculations require an assessment of the rela-

tionship of risk events and causes of risk with the following

conditions:

- The value of 0 means there is no link between the risk

event and the risk cause.

- Value 1 means a low link between risk events and risk

causes.

- Value 3meansmoderate linkages between risk events and

risk causes.

- A value of 9means a high link between risk events and risk

causes.

Each ARP value is obtained using the formula:

ARPj = Ojx[Ai(Si) + Ai(Si) + . . .+ Ai(Si)]

The ARP value obtained is sorted and calculated cumula-

tively. The calculation results are then used as input for pro-

cessing using the Pareto diagram to determine which risks

are prioritized according to the 80/20 principle. Priority

risk is a dangerous risk in the company's supply chain activ-

ities. The following are examples of Pareto diagram results

from PT. X:
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FIGURE 2. Pareto diagram of battery manufacturer

For example, based on the Pareto diagram, the risk agent or

the most dangerous cause of risk is an error in information

on the estimated data on material requirements in produc-

tion (A5). In addition, there are several causes of risk that

are below 80% so that the causes of these risks need to be

mitigated. The use of the HOR 1 Method is effective in get-

ting the most common causes of risk for all manufacturer.

The advantage of theHORphase 1method is that it can rank

the causes of risk through the ARP based on the causes of

risk that most inluence the company's performance. Thus

the risk causes can be mitigated by using ANP and Phase 2

HOR methods.

The cause of this risk is then put into ANP to determine the

riskmitigation that can be carried out by the company. Risk

mitigation is based on related journal references and brain

storming with the company which is then conirmed by the

company.

The linkages of each existing risk mitigation are entered

into the Super Decision software to obtain ANP modeling.

Super Decision helps determine priority risk mitigation.

Cluster is SCOR's scope, namely plan, make, deliver, return

consisting of nodes which are risk mitigation.

TABLE 6. Mitigation risk for battery manufacturer

Code Preventive Actions

PA1 Increase practical coordination with

distributor company

PA2 Increase the coordination with Cus-

tomer

PA3 Increase the coordination with ware-

house department

PA4 Have an optimal safety stock

PA5 Increase the coordinaton with pur-

chasing department

PA6 5S Implementation

PA7 Supervise the production process

PA8 Applying disciplinary actions

PA9 Conduct experimental design

PA10 Applying autonomous maintenance

PA11 Calculate the inventory cycle

PA12 Increase the coordination with ware-

house department
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FIGURE 3. ANP model of PT.X

In determining the best priority from the results of riskmit-

igation in the company, answers are needed from the exist-

ing questionnaire. The answer to the questionnaire was us-

ing the Super Decision application, obtained through brain

stormingwith the company todetermine thebest priority of

each mitigation. Based on super decision software, there is

a normalized by cluster value that shows the percentage of

mitigation based on clusters and limiting which shows the

overall percentage ofmitigation. Based on these two values,

prioritized mitigation is to improve coordination with the

warehouse (PA3) section and provide optimal safety stock

(PA4), other than that based on super decision mitigation

software that needs to be eliminated is PA7, which is short-

ening the engine maintenance period.

FIGURE 4. Risk mitigation priority results of battery manufacturer

HOR 2 aims to determine preventive actions that must be

applied by companies to mitigate risks. Based on the ANP

results, 11 preventive actions were obtained to mitigate 11

risk agents where the selected preventive actions were re-

lated to obtain the correlation value.
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ror

1 3 105

A29 Breakdown

machines

3 105

A32 Workers are

not careful

9 3 216
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TABLE 7. Continue...

Code Descrip-

tion

of Risk

Agent (Aj)

Plan Source Make Deliever

Increase

practical

coordi-

nation

with

PT

Santi

Yoga

Increase

the

coord-

ination

with

Customer

Increase

the

coord-

ination

with

ware-

house

department

Have

an

optimal

safety

stock

Increase

the

coord-

ination

with

purc-

hasing

department

5S

Implemen-

tation

Supervice

the

production

process

Applying

disciplinary

actions

Conduct

experiental

design

Applying

autonomous

maintenance

Calculate

the inven-

tory

cycle

AR

Pj

PA1 PA2 PA3 PA4 PA5 PA6 PA8 PA9 PA10 PA11 PA12

A33 Workers are

not wear

Personal

Protective

Equipment

9 3 180

A34 Workers

violate the

procedures

9 3 216

A46 Production

error

3 3 216

A60 Baterry

voltage

turnover

3 270

Total effec-

tiveness of

proactive

action k

(TEk)

2835 972 1080 753 315 5508 648 1188 648 963 810

Dificulty of

performing

action k

(Dk)

M(4) H(5) L(3) M(4) L(3) L(3) L(3) L(3) H(5) L(3) M(4)

Effective-

ness to

dificulty

ratio of

action k

(ETDk)

708.75 194.4 360 188.25 105 1836 216 396 129.6 321 202.5

Rank of

proactive

action k

(Rk)

2 8 4 9 11 1 6 3 10 5 7
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The correlation value is multiplied by ARP obtained at HOR

1, to ind the Total Effectiveness of Proactive Action. This

is to quantitativelymeasure the effectiveness of riskmitiga-

tion measures against risk agents. Each preventive action

also weighs the level of dificulty on a small (3), medium

(4), and high (5) scale, which shows the level of dificulty

of mitigation actions to be carried out in the company. This

can be caused by several factors such as costs, time and so

on. The value of Total Effectiveness is divided by weighting

the dificulty to know the ETD value (effectiveness to dif-

iculty ratio of action) which shows the ratio between the

effectiveness of mitigation actions to the level of dificulty.

This ETD value will be a reference for the next process and

sorted from the highest to the lowest ratio, like HOR 1. The

highest ratio is obtained by the implementation of 5S work

culture in the company. This shows that the consistency of

the work culture in the company must be improved to im-

prove performance in the production system.

Tek = ΣiARPjEjk

Where: Tek = Total effectiveness of preventive measures,

ARPj = Aggregate Risk Potential Value, Ejk = Correlation

between preventive actions (k) and risk agents (j).

ETDk = TEk/Dk

Where: ETDk = Value of total ratio level of dificulty, TEk =

Value of total effectiveness of prevention measures, Dk =

Value of the level of dificulty of implementing preventive

measures. The following is a table of preventive action re-

sults from the three companies that have been sortedbypri-

ority.

TABLE 8. Preventive action of battery manufacturer

Rank Preventive Action

1 5S Implementation

2 Increase practical coordination with distributor company

3 Applying disciplinary actions

4 Increase the coordination with warehouse department

5 Applying autonomous maintenance

6 Supervise the production process

7 Calculate the inventory cycle

8 Increase the coordination with customers

9 Have an optimal safety stock

10 Conduct experimental design

11 Increase the coordinaton with purchasing department

TABLE 9. Preventive action of plastic bottle manufacturer

Rank Preventive Action

1 Verify the demand quantity and conduct a demand-forecast

2 Applying on/off job training to all staffs

3 Create an integrated and constructed contract system

4 Have a cross-division coordination in planning production output

5 Choose the best supplier which its the raw material speciication

6 Have a good communication with the supplier

7 Set a proper lead time prior ordering to supplier

8 Choose the best distribution service

9 Designing a proper room which meets the standard

10 Consider the weather forecast prior distribution day

11 Conduct a routine evaluation to all PPIC staffs

12 Specify the criterias related to job assignment

13 Choose a cheaper option in distribution service

14 Negotiate with the supplier related to raw material price

15 Design a proper font and sizing based on visual design charateristic
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TABLE 9. Continue..

Rank Preventive Action

16 Re-evaluate before conducting data input

17 Control the purchasing based on company's needs

18 Minimize material inventory

19 Tightened the inpection protocol in warehouse

20 Create a responsive maintenance team in dealing with machine breakdown

21 Conduct a training related to operation activites to all staffs in production loor

22 Conduct a legal approach if the suppliers broke the terms and rules

23 Give an adequate break time to all staffs

24 Rework all returned-defective products and increase the performance of inal product

TABLE 10. Preventive action of industrial gear

manufacturer

Rank Preventive Action

1 Have a routine training protocol

2 Conduct a performance appraisal to all staffs

At PT X the highest ratio was shown by the implementa-

tion of 5S work culture in the company. This shows that

the consistency of the work culture in the company must

be improved to improve performance in the production sys-

tem. In mitigating PA 6, namely implementing 5S. 5S it-

self is one of the concepts of the existing lean manufac-

turing system, 5S itself consists of seiri which means re-

moving items that are not used in the work environment,

seiton provides a standard for storing and placing goods in

its place, seiso which is maintaining the cleanliness of the

workplace, seiketsu ie maintain a work environment that

remains neat, and shitsuke namely discipline in applying 5S

yourself. From every 5S this is the most important to be

implemented by battery manufacturer is seiketsu and shit-

suke. Workers need to maintain a workplace environment

that remains neat and clean so as to reduce unnecessary

work in the production process on the production loor and

discipline in applying5S so as not to disturbworkers or con-

centrate themselveswhile on the production loor andmak-

ing machines that working in a clean condition so as to re-

ducemachine down due to lack of wakefulness andmainte-

nance.

Based on the inal results obtained using matrix HOR 2 for

plastic bottlemanufacturerwhich has been sorted again us-

ing ANP results shows that the main solution that must be

done is PA18, namely "Ensuring theAmount ofDemandand

Performing Calculation of Forecasting Production Amount"

with ETDk value of 4584.6, thus getting the irst rating. En-

suring the number of requests is the main thing that needs

to be done by each company so that each amount of pro-

ductiondoes not experience shortages or excess production

when the production process is carried out. In addition to

ensuring the number of requests, it is then necessary to do

production forecasting so that the production process that

is carried out becomes more certain and accurate not only

for demand in the near term and for the long term.

At industrial gear manufacturer, the highest mitigation

value that must be done by the company is PA12 "Conduct

training (Training) regularly. There are 15 regular train-

ings that have been implemented by the company, includ-

ing: Moral and ethical training at work, Training in the use

of material handling, K3 and 5S training, and others. There

is training that is considered important that has not been

implemented which has an impact on the risks faced by the

company. Such training is like initial training for new em-

ployees. This proposal is relevant in accordance with the

condition of the company where new employees are not

given clear guidance so that employees only follow the path

and direction given by their superiors. This causes errors

that often occur because the mastery of the knowledge of

the employee is not good at doing his job. Therefore, PT

Z requires training or training for new employees both in

carrying out the administration of the company to even the

details, such as the operation of themachine. By conducting

training, it is expected that company risks canbeminimized.

Between all of the threemanufacturer company, there are 1

solution on general that could provide the problems. Based

on the studies, the similiar solution is about training. Shown

by the batteries manufaturer, placed on the third rank that

gives the solution about applying disciplinary actions. Then

shown by the plastic bottlemanufacturer, placed on the sec-

ond rankwhich is apply on/off training to all staffs. The gear
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manufacturer, placed on the irst rank which is conducting

a training regularly. That could conclude the major prob-

lems faced by the three manufacturer companies most of

them are training. But on the batteries manufacturer, dis-

ciplinary action is similiar to training because disciplinary

action could lead into increasing productivity and increas-

ing productivity is one of many purpose of training.

In this case the results of risk mitigation that have been ob-

tained from the threemanufacturing industries that are the

object of research can be stated that each of the same scope

of risk will have different causes of risk, all of which are

caused by differences in the policies of the company. The re-

sults obtained will prove the purpose of this study which is

that each company has different risk events, all of which are

caused by the diversity of requests faced by each industry

and the policies and business processes of each company.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

• Risk mitigation generated by the three different compa-

nies that are tailored to business processes and company

policies.

• The three manufacturing industries can be seen from the

SCOR dimension, namely Plan, Sorce, Make, Deliver and Re-

turn.

• The risk mitigation results that need to be done for bat-

teraymanufacturer with the highest ratio are 5S implemen-

tation in the company to solve several problems related to

the work culture of production loor operators. Based on

HOR2, the highest risk ratio mitigation is the implementa-

tion of 5S in the company to solve several related problems

work culture of the production loor operators.

• Risk mitigation that needs to be done at industrial gear

manufacturer is to do training training regularly. Training

that is proposed and needs to be implemented in the com-

pany is special training or training for new employees.

• For plastic bottle manufacturer based on the results of

data processing using the HOR 2 method carried out, it

was found that risk mitigation with the highest ratio was

"Ensuring the Amount of Demand and Performing the Cal-

culation of Production Number Prediction" to prevent the

occurrence of shortages and excess production in the near

and long term.
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